In this paper, Runge-Kutta-Gegenbauer (RKG) stability polynomials of arbitrarily high order of accuracy are introduced in closed form. The stability domain of RKG polynomials extends in the the real direction with the square of polynomial degree, and in the imaginary direction as an increasing function of Gegenbauer parameter. Consequently, the polynomials are naturally suited to the construction of high order stabilized Runge-Kutta (SRK) methods for systems of PDEs of mixed hyperbolicparabolic type.
Introduction
Stabilized Runge-Kutta (SRK) methods are particularly well suited to solving mildly stiff systems of ODEs arising from the discretization of parabolic PDEs due to their extended stability domains along the negative real axis. In this work, we will consider an extension of this class of methods to systems of ODEs derived from PDEs of mixed hyperbolic-parabolic type. The canonical equation of this type is the m-dimensional scalar advection-diffusion equation
Assuming a spatial mesh of uniform spacing h k in the k-th direction, spatial discretization leads to a system of ODEs via the method of lines which may be written in the form w ′ = f (t, w).
1 Subsequent application of a numerical integration method then yields an approximate solution w n at time t n = nT . Under the description given above, the mesh Péclet number associated with the k-th dimension, P k = |a k |h k /d, describes the relative significance of the hyperbolic to the parabolic parts of eq. (1). In particular, the domain of the eigenvalues from a von Neumann stability analysis increases in the imaginary direction with P k . A well constructed numerical method must therefore capture this stability domain to avoid unbounded growth of high frequency errors.
SRK methods based on Chebyshev polynomials (eg. RKC [26] , DUMKA [21] , ROCK [3, 2] , and FRKC [24] ) are suitable for problems in the limit of vanishing Péclet numbers. The stability domains associated with these polynomials are extended along the real axis, however, in unmodified form, they also possess internal points where the domains become vanishingly narrow. In practice, damping procedures have been used to introduce a finite imaginary extent at these points of marginal stability so as to mitigate against instability arising through truncation errors. Methods based on Legendre polynomials have also been proposed [22, 23] which do not suffer from marginally stable internal points and therefore do not require damping for problems with very small (≪ 1) mesh Péclet numbers. The damping process has been exploited in [28] to extend applicability of RKC methods for problems with moderate ( < ∼ 1) mesh Péclet numbers.
1 We note that, in principle, RKL methods are also amenable to this treatment via appropriate damping.
In this work, we demonstrate that the necessity for modification of SRK methods through a damping procedure for problems with mild to moderate advection may be avoided by appealing to the properties of the general class of Gegenbauer polynomials. We seek a closed-form prescription for arbitrarily high order Runge-Kutta-Gegenbauer (RKG) stability polynomials which natively generate stability domains with imaginary extent determined by the Gegenbauer parameter.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the analytic form of the class of RKG stability polynomials is presented. The construction of stable time-marching methods based on the roots of these polynomials is outlined. In section 3, numerical tests are presented confirming the order and efficiency properties of RKG methods. Conclusions are presented in section 4.
2 Runge-Kutta-Gegenbauer methods 2.1 Runge-Kutta-Gegenbauer stability polynomials Equation (2) may be written in autonomous form by appending t to the vector of dependent variables
We consider order N SRK methods, implemented over L stages, of the form
where W 0 = w n corresponds to the approximate solution w n at time level n, and W L yields w n+1 at a time T later. The timestep related to each stage is then given by τ l = a l T .
The RKG stability polynomial of rank N , degree L = M N , and Gegenbauer parameter ν,
is obtained from the shifted RKG polynomial
where C ν kM denotes the the Gegenbauer polynomial of degree kM and Gegenbauer parameter ν. We remark that for ν = 0 and ν = 1/2 the components of the RKG polynomial are Chebyshev polynomials and Legendre polynomials respectively.
The order coefficients, d
ν N k , are determined by requiring that R ν N M satisfies the linear order conditions
These conditions are met by solving an N -dimensional linear system
coupled with a zeroth order condition
Once the value of β In this work, we consider RKG polynomials of order N = 1, . . . , 8 and adopt geometric sequences of values for ν from 0 to 2N given by ν = 2 i/2 N/128, for i = 0, . . . , 16, and also include the reference value ν = 0. In considering the gain in efficiency achievable by methods constructed from the RKG polynomial, it is useful to note that M aggregated steps of a standard RK methods at order N will have a stability polynomial of degree L and a domain with a real extent of approximately M β ν N 1 . Figure 1 illustrates that the real extent, β ν N M , of an RKG polynomial of the same degree is characteristically longer by a factor of between M and 1.5M for ν = 0, falling to < ∼ 0.5M with increasing ν. This factor therefore represents a significant potential gain in efficiency with respect to standard explicit RK methods. A count of the number of evaluations, f count , for the function f in eq. (4), may be used as a measure of the work required to carry out an integration. We note here that the optimal efficiency for SRK methods follows f count ∝ err −1/2N . 
where
We identify an ellipse with semi-minor axis, α 2 Root-finding is handled with the MPSolve [5] package. Multiple-precision calculations of polynomial and method coefficients are carried out using the gmp [11] and mpfr [9] libraries.
3 Interpolation yields more conservative values than solving the given equation for M mod 4 = 0. 
Examples of the stability domains for various RKG stability polynomials are shown in fig. 2 , superimposed with the exact and approximate ellipses corresponding to α ν N s M and α ν N a M respectively. Evidently, the approximate ellipse is well captured within the true stability domain, only overshooting marginally as ν becomes large. Furthermore, as the amplitude of the ripples in the stability domain decreases in amplitude with increasing ν, the approximate ellipse becomes a good global approximation.
In cases where a fixed timestep is assigned, we find experimentally that α 
Internal stability
Internal instability arises when the product of any internal sequence of stages generates large values which drown out available numerical precision. Following an idea of Lebedev [18, 17] , but using the more effective method presented in [24] and described here in algorithm 2, we order the stages in the L-tuple [a 
This is a rapid calculation: trialing each swap consists of multiplying the pre-existing forward amplification factor by v j, k , and dividing the reverse factor by the same quantity. Adopting a slightly reduced stability range,
, aids in meeting the imposed upper bound of 10L 2 , particularly for small values of ν and N where the mean value of n reaches almost 3. Preserving 7 digits for precision, a method consisting of ∼ 10 4 stages is therefore theoretically viable in a numerical integration carried out at double (16 digit) precision -well beyond the scope of practical calculations.
The maximum realized internal amplification factor Q is illustrated for ν = 0 and ν = 2N over orders N = 1, . . . , 8 in fig. 4 . The imposed bound 10L
2 is observed in all cases, with Q falling away from this limit as ν increases. 4 
Complex splitting
Up to second order, FRKG methods are suitable without further consideration for nonlinear problems since all order conditions are linear. At higher orders, nonlinear order conditions are present which require additional treatment. One approach to ensuring these nonlinear conditions are met is the composition of RK methods [7, 13] , which offers a means of combining a linear SRK method with finishing stages derived from a nonlinear RK method [21, 2] . While composition methods are elegant, [16] suggest that poor error propagation properties over the 9 finishing stages gives rise to erratic behaviour. Furthermore, the same authors assert that composition methods are prone to order reduction whereby temporal accuracy is lost when spatial mesh refinement occurs. An alternative approach for a semi-linear equation of the form w ′ = Aw+f B (w), is to split the nonlinear part f B (w), which is typically easily integrated, from the linear terms Aw and apply splitting methods with complex coefficients [8, 15] . In this work, we adopt splitting of the form
where T k ∈ Re + for k even (corresponding to the partial timesteps for the linear operator A) and T k ∈ Im + otherwise [8, 6] . Under Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, splitting methods are known to be prone to an order reduction phenomenon. However, the effect appears to remain confined to the neighbourhood of the boundaries such that the order may be fully recovered on the interior of the domain [15, 20] .
Stepsize control
For reliable numerical integration, an appropriate control procedure based on local error estimation is required to manage stepsize selection.
Assuming a solution w n , solutions w n+1 and w n+1 are derived a time T later at orders N and N respectively. A measure of the error over the step is given by
with atol and rtol being tuning parameters for the absolute and relative errors respectively. If err n+1 > 1, the step is rejected and w n+1 is recalculated with a revised timestep T new . Otherwise, the solution is accepted and a trial solution w n+2 is determined over T new . In order to prescribe T new , it is observed that the error behavior for the FRKG methods follows err ≈ CT (N +1)/(N −N) . Hence, the constant C may be specified in terms of the error measure err and the revised stepsize may be estimated. For unsplit problems, when the previous step has been accepted, this is done by means of the a predictive controller [29, 12, 14 ]
In all other cases, the non-predictive value obtained by deleting the third term in parentheses in eq. (19) . In practice, we use N = 1 for second order integrations, and N = 2 at higher orders where splitting is applied. Additionally, we set the safety factor safe = 0.8 and allow the revised timestep T new to vary by at most a factor of two with respect to the previously trialed value. For the initial step, following [26] , the error is estimated over a trial step T trial = 1/|λ| max by comparing forward Euler steps using derivatives calculated at t = 0 and t = T trial . The initial step is assigned using T = safe × T trial / √ err, with safe = 0.1.
Convex Monotone Property
Pure diffusion problems with spatially varying diffusion coefficients whereby methods based on Chebyshev polynomials may give rise to a staircase profile in the solution when multiple internal stages are applied to an initial state discontinuity [23] . The effect arises when the coefficients of the equation stencil admit negative values. Methods which have strictly non-negative stencil coefficients for a given problem are described as possessing the Convex Monotone Property (CMP) by [23] . The authors also note that that damping is effective in recovering the CMP in Chebyshev polynomial based methods, however, they assert that to maintain the CMP with increasing stage number L, damping must be increased with resultant reduction in efficiency such that the extent of the stability domain on the real axis goes as L 3/2 . In this section, we consider the CMP in the more general case of advectiondiffusion problems of the form
in the presence of an initial discontinuity
The exact solution to eqs. (20) and (21) is given by
A uniform mesh is assumed with spacing h = 0.1 over the domain −20 < x < 20, with Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed using the exact solution.
The particular parameters chosen here are a = 0.2, d = 1, giving a mesh Péclet number of P = 0.2. We consider first order upwind discretization of the advection term and second order centred discretization of the diffusion term. The effect of the CMP is evident in fig. 5(a) , where solutions from FRKG methods are presented at second order for M = 11 over 10 stages, with comparisons of the cases ν = 0.5, corresponding to a Legendre polynomial-based method, and ν = 1. While both cases are stable, imposing M > 1 on the initial discontinuity results in severe oscillations in the solutions derived with ν = 0.5 due to an absence of the CMP. We note that the oscillatory behaviour is no longer present in the case with ν = 1. Evidence as to the origin of this behaviour may be found by inspecting the sample coefficients from the equation stencil shown over the stable range for both considered cases in fig. 5(b) . At several points, the coefficients corresponding to ν = 0.5 become negative, whereas the ν = 1 coefficients are strictly non-negative over the stable range. Figure 5 (c) illustrates the minimum equation stencil coefficient values for varying mesh Péclet numbers and stage numbers at second order for P = 0, 0.2, and M = 7, 11. The suggested characteristics of the CMP for FRKG methods are that the CMP is not maintained for odd N > 1, however, for N = 1 with even N , the CMP is recovered for some critical value ν CMP . Furthermore, this value of ν CMP is independent of M for P = 0, occurring at 0.5 for N = 1, 2, and subsequently rising slightly for even N . This is consistent with the observed behaviour of the first and second order Legendre polynomial-based methods RKL1 and RKL2 [23] . In the case of finite advection with P = 0.2, ν CMP appears to rise with M more rapidly than the stable estimate provided by algorithm 1. As a consequence, while increasing ν will significantly dampen the observable staircasing artefacts, it is not feasible in practice to fully enforce the CMP for advection-diffusion problems at large M above second order. We emphasize that the discussions presented here are based on fixed stage number integrations and that with suitable stepsize control procedures (which will restrict the stage number while discontinuities are diffused) absence of CMP does not generate staircasing artefacts in the numerical solution [25] .
Brusselator with advection
We consider the Brusselator diffusion-reaction problem [19, 14] extended to include advection [4] T , and µ = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 corresponding to weak, mild, and moderate advection magnitudes respectively. Numerical solutions are obtained at t = 1 on a uniform mesh with h 1 = h 2 = 1/800 over 0 ≤ x 1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ x 2 ≤ 1 under periodic boundary conditions. We employ second order upwind discretizations of the advective terms, corresponding to κ = −1 under the κ-scheme formalism, with second order centred discretization of the diffusion terms. For the stated advection magnitudes, the largest mesh Péclet numbers (given by P 2 for species v) are 0.0125, 0.0625, 0.125. The order of the system of ordinary differential equations is 2/h 2 = 640000, with the spectral radius of the Jacobian matrix estimated by ψ −1 1 ≈ 5.17 × 10 4 , 5.36 × 10 4 , 5.60 × 10 4 respectively. Hence, the problem is moderately stiff and not readily tractable via standard RK techniques.
Complex splitting of the form given by eq. (16) is employed at fourth and sixth orders using coefficients from [8] and [6] (also presented in table 1). Reaction terms are treated using standard adaptive RK integrators from the GNU Scientific Library [10] .
The methods implemented in the tests are constructed via algorithm 1, for both fixed stepsizes and stepsizes controlled via local error estimates. The associated Gegenbauer parameter, ν, as a function of the maximum timestep size is shown in fig. 6 . Increasing ν up to the maximum value of 2N extends the available maximum timestep by approximately two orders of magnitude, whilst continuing to contain the domain of the methods' eigenvalues within the ellipse approximations. The realized timesteps represent a gain in efficiency over the standard RK integrations of 1.5M down to 0.5M with increasing ν. Figure 2 illustrates typical RKG stability domains for the integration of the linear parts of section 3 encountered at fourth order. Work-precision test results for the Brusselator problem with advection are shown in fig. 7 for unsplit second order and split higher order FRKG methods. Cases are considered with both fixed stepsize over the full integration, and variable stepsizes controlled by the error estimation procedure described in section 2.5. (Indicative numerical data for the tests are also provided in appendix B.) For comparison, results from integrations carried out with FRKC Chebyshev polynomial based methods are also presented.
Stepsize control is clearly an effective counter-measure to the growth of numerical instabilities. In fact, where the advective term is weak to mild, or where the internal stage number is low, the stepsize controller is adequate in managing instability growth arising due to eigenvalues with imaginary parts probing the exterior of the method's stability domain. For large internal stage number and large advection, as seen in the top row of fig. 7 , instability develops excessively within a single timestep and stepsize control is no longer effective. We note that splitting appears to generate a complex error behaviour which is significantly overestimated by eq. (17). This is managed by adopting tolerance parameters atol and rtol for the controller at values larger than the target precision in eq. (17) . Integrations utilizing stepsize control are more efficient in general than fixed stepsize integrations, particularly for higher order split methods.
In the absence of a stepsize control, the FRKC Chebyshev polynomial based methods with weak damping are largely ineffective, with the exception of cases where the advective term is very small (see the bottom row of fig. 7 ). As noted by [28] , increasing damping improves the performance of these methods. In contrast, RKG methods rely solely on the natural characteristics of the Gegenbauer polynomials forming the underlying RKG stability polynomials and do not require explicit damping procedures. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented the class of Runge-Kutta-Gegenbauer (RKG) stability polynomials in closed form to arbitrarily high order of accuracy. The RKG polynomials of order N and degree L = M N comprise a linear combination of Gegenbauer polynomials of degree kM , for k = 1, . . . , N , and common Gegenbauer parameter. The particular weighting of the combination is chosen to conform to the linear order conditions, subject to maximizing the extent of the stability domain along the negative real axis -which scales as L 2 . Crucially for the consideration of systems of mixed hyperbolic-parabolic type, the domain extends in the imaginary direction as an increasing function of the Gegenbauer parameter.
We have demonstrated the construction of Factorized Runge-Kutta-Gegenbauer (FRKG) methods to high order consisting of ordered sequences of forward Euler stages with complex-valued stepsizes. The algorithm implemented in ordering the L stages of the method prevents internal amplification factors from overwhelming available numerical precision by bounding the magnitudes to 10L
2 .
RKG stability polynomials are shown in tests to form a powerful basis for the construction of numerical integration methods for mildly stiff advectiondiffusion-reaction problems with moderate ( < ∼ 1) mesh Péclet numbers.
5
A Splitting methods [8, 6, 1] . The final row for each quoted value of N lists: J, the number of distinct sweep configurations required; k 1 · · · k J , the sequence of J sweeps, labeled by j, required for a single extended interval to order N . The remaining rows are in pairs listing: j, the index of the distinct sweep; Re(T j ), the real component of the sweep timescale; Im(T j ), the second row lists the imaginary part of the sweep timescale. 
